Treatment for cancer has gotten out of hand. For almost every type of cancer, there are now dozens of potential treatments, in what are often hundreds of combinations. And, what is infinitely worse, these treatments can be lined up one after the other in a seamless row so that when one treatment fails, a doctor and patient simply step up to the next one. It's gotten so that it's almost impossible to stop treating cancer, because doing so means saying "no" to the next treatment that is ready and waiting.

If you don't believe that this is a very real problem, you need look no further than the recommendations released last week by the American Society for Clinical Oncology (ASCO). The country's leading professional organization for cancer care, ASCO thought that this endless chain of treatment was concerning enough to draft a recommendation that, they hoped, would constrain the unfettered use of chemotherapy for advanced cancer. The short summary is that we tend to continue treatment for advanced cancer long past the point at which such treatment offers benefit. Their core message? Learn to say "no."

The real message in ASCO's recommendation, though, isn't what this organization said. Instead, to get a real sense of the depth and breadth of the problem of overtreatment in advanced cancer, just take one simple sentence. Oncologists, they suggest, should not use chemotherapy for patients very near the end of life, particularly when treatment has not been proven to be effective.

Does that statement seem a little odd? Think about it. Why should the premier oncology organization in the country have to remind physicians not to use treatment that doesn't work? Has overtreatment really gotten so bad that we need a national professional organization to tell us not to use treatment that is ineffective? Apparently it has.

I could understand that a professional society would recommend against specific treatment for given diseases. This happens all the time. An organization might review the medical evidence and conclude that, based on the balance of risks and potential benefits, the use of a particular treatment for a particular condition just doesn't make sense.

But this is different. ASCO isn't suggesting that oncologists avoid one treatment regimen. No, they're recommending that we don't use treatments that aren't effective. Don't do what doesn't work.

As advice goes, that's a little like telling doctors to "do no harm." It's good advice, I suppose. It's advice that difficult to argue with, in fact. Of course they should do no harm. And of course they shouldn't use treatment that doesn't work.

The problem, though, is that this advice is almost impossible to apply in the real world. Oncologists don't need to be told to avoid ineffective treatment, they need more guidance about what is and isn't effective. Perhaps more importantly, they -- and we ourselves -- need limits. It's not enough to say that we should avoid ineffective treatment, because the pull of those treatments is often strong enough to override reason and common sense and even the most forceful guidelines.

That's especially true because "effectiveness" is almost never a simple yes/no determination. We don't usually say that a treatment is or isn't effective in advanced cancer. Or if we do, we qualify that statement with numbers. That treatment is ineffective, we might say, because only 5 percent of patients respond with a temporary remission. Another treatment might also be called ineffective because it only improves patients' quality of life but it doesn't help them to live longer.

Are these treatments "ineffective"? I'm not sure, but I know that many of my patients would want to give them a try. And I suspect many of my oncology colleagues would offer these treatments as legitimate options.
So the blanket statement that oncologists and their patients should avoid ineffective treatment in very advanced cancer is unlikely to drive a major change in the way that oncologists practice. Nor is it likely to have a meaningful effect on the sorts of treatments that patients ask for, and expect. And it won't change the conversations that I have with my patients.

Instead, we'll need something stronger. We'll need guidelines that tell physicians not merely that they should do the right thing, but also how to do the right thing. We'll need clear guidance about which treatments offer what kind of benefits to which patients. But that's a tall order, and will require much more high-quality research evidence than we have available right now.

In the meantime, we need alternatives. We need to be able to choose between treatments whose effectiveness is uncertain and... something else. As a start, we could make it routine to introduce palliative care and hospice into all discussions about treatment for advanced cancer. This wouldn't take further chemotherapy off the table, but it would offer patients and their families an alternative.

First, rather than moving on to yet another round of a new chemotherapy drug, patients could routinely be given the option of a palliative care consult. That would help to make sure that they have an adequate opportunity to talk through their goals and preferences, and to decide for themselves whether more chemotherapy is really what they want. And a palliative care consult could be valuable in managing symptoms and improving quality of life in ways that don't require chemotherapy.

Second, we can be more organized in making sure that patients know they can choose hospice as an alternative to more chemotherapy. That choice isn't between yet another round of treatment or "nothing," but between treatment that might offer some benefits or comfort care that definitely will. It's a choice between uncertain effectiveness and predictable side effects, or a chance to make the most of whatever time is left.

I can't tell my patients how to make that choice. Indeed, I'm not even very good at predicting which way they'll lean when I describe those options. But I'm often surprised by how many -- even those who have been steadfast in their requests for every possible treatment -- choose the hospice alternative when it's presented.

ASCO's admonition to avoid ineffective treatment is unlikely to constrain the use of chemotherapy in advanced cancer significantly, because although it's good advice it's difficult to put into practice. And as a society we're not ready to impose the sorts of limits that tell patients they can't have further treatment after a certain point. But we can make sure that patients know they have a choice, and that they can make an informed decision about whether more treatment is really better.

For more by David Casarett, M.D., click here.

For more on cancer, click here.
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